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The better understanding of cellular biology opened a new era in neurosciences. Many diseases of unknown etiology and/or pathophysiology revealed their secrets with the discovery of the roles of membrane channels in their genesis, like genetic epilepsies. More and more Diseases of central peripheral nervous system and muscle are recognized as channelopathies. Development of antibodies to ion membrane channels subunits or proteins can lead to dysfunction in these organs and give clue for diagnosis especially when these dysfunctions are associated with normal or nearly normal imaging or histology. Myasthenia was one of the first described autoimmune channelopathies. But new entities are emerging such as anti-NMDA receptor encephalopathy, and old entities such as the "Chorée de Morvan" are revisited.

In parallel development of new immune modulator and immune suppressor drugs such as monoclonal antibodies widened the spectrum of treatment choices, raising the need for future consensus and recommendations.

A historical review will be followed by pertinent details of recognized and less well recognized entities. Then we will discuss the pitfalls in clinical and biological diagnosis process, and finally we will review the state of the art of treatment options, for the most known diseases.
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